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Key Points

• We report the discovery of
evolutionary conserved aging-
associated accumulation of
4-1BBL1 B cells that induce
GrB1 CD81 T cells.

• This discovery explains
paradoxical retarded tumor
growth in the elderly.

Although the accumulation of highly-differentiated and granzyme B (GrB)-expressing

CD81CD28– T cells has been associated with aging, the mechanism for their enrichment

and contribution to immune function remains poorly understood. Here we report a novel

B-cell subset expressing4-1BBL,which increaseswith age inhumans, rhesusmacaques,

and mice, and with immune reconstitution after chemotherapy and autologous pro-

genitor cell transplantation. These cells (termed 4BL cells) induce GrB1CD81 T cells by

presenting endogenous antigens and using the 4-1BBL/4-1BB axis. We found that the

4BL cells increase antitumor responses in old mice, which may explain in part the paradox

of retarded tumor growth in the elderly. 4BL cell accumulation and its capacity to evoke

the generation of GrB1CD81 T cells can be eliminated by inducing reconstitution of

B cells in oldmice, suggesting that the age-associated skewed cellular immune responses

are reversible. We propose that 4BL cells and the 4-1BBL signaling pathway are useful

targets for improved effectiveness of natural antitumor defenses and therapeutic immunemanipulations in the elderly. (Blood. 2014;

124(9):1450-1459)

Introduction

Immune cell compartment undergoes significant change in aged
mammals, reflected by increased myelopoiesis and decreased
lymphopoiesis.1-3 The decrease of B-cell progenitors in the bone
marrow1-3 and lifelong antigen exposure skew the repertoire of
B cells toward antigen-experienced memory and mature B cells at
the expense of naı̈ve B cells.4,5 Old mice also accumulate aging-
associated B cells (ABCs) that are refractory to B-cell receptor and
CD40 engagements6,7 and inhibitory for pro–B-cell survival,8

although some of them, such as B7-DC1 ABCs, can induce Th17
and Th1 cell polarizations.9 Autoreactive antibody-producing
CD11c1ABCs are also found to accumulate in old mice.6 The
decreased lymphopoiesis and thymic involution also result in
a reduction of naı̈ve T cells and increasing frequency of memory
T cells,10,11 such as antigen-experienced memory T cells that re-
spond to low-threshold stimuli and secrete cytotoxic factors,
such as perforin and granzymeB (GrB).12,13 For example, the elderly
accumulate highly differentiated CD81CD28Low/– T cells10,14 ex-
pressing GrB,15 although a similar type of potentially cytotoxic
cells are also induced after cytomegalovirus (CMV) and HIV
infections (see Strioga et al16); in some autoimmune diseases such
as rheumatoid arthritis (RA), Graves disease, multiple sclerosis
(MS), type 1 diabetes (T1D), andWegener’s granulomatosis17-19;
and in patients with inflammatory breast cancer after high-dose

chemotherapy followed with autologous progenitor cell trans-
plantation (auto-HSCT).20 We recently found that antitumor
effector GrB1CD81 T cells can also be induced when tumor-
supporting regulatory B cells (Bregs) are rendered into activators
expressing 4-1BBL.21

Here, given the importance of 4-1BBL in CD81 T-cell
induction22-24 and the pathogenic role of B cells in autoimmune
disorders,25,26 we hypothesized that the accumulation of 4-1BBL1

B cells could be responsible for the expansion of GrB1CD81 T cells
in the elderly. To test this idea, we evaluated 4-1BBL1 B cells
and GrB1CD81 T cells in mammals, such as in healthy human
participants of the Baltimore Longitudinal Study of Aging (BLSA),
rhesus macaques, and mice. We found that both cell types are
significantly increased in old mammals, where the accumulated
4-1BBL1 B cells (termed 4BL cells) induce GrB1CD81 T cells
acting through 4-1BBL/4-1BB and TCR/MHC axes. Our modeling
studies in mice suggest that, as a functional consequence, the 4BL
cell expansion also explains a paradoxical reduced growth of some
tumors in old mice and humans, as contrasted with tumor growth in
the young.27-30 The 4BL cells induce antitumor GrB1CD81 T cells
by presenting self-tumor antigen, gp100, and retard growth of poorly
immunogenic B16 melanoma in old mice. In concordance, the
expansion of potentially antitumor GrB1CD28LowCD81 T cells in
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auto-HSCT patients with inflammatory breast cancer20 appears to be
also caused by 4BL cells. Overall, we provide a mechanistic proof of
the existence of a new type of effector B cells, 4BL cells, accumulated
in aging. These potentially pathogenic and/or beneficial cells can
probably be targeted to alleviate autoimmune responses or to enhance
antitumor cellular responses in the elderly.

Methods

Human, macaque, and mouse samples

Human peripheral blood (PB) from old (n5 28; 79.46 5.8 years) and young
(n 5 18; 42.1 6 8.9 years) healthy participants of the BLSA (National
Institute of Aging [NIA]) and healthy volunteers was collected under the
Human Subject Protocol #2003054 and Tissue Procurement Protocol
#2003-076. Auto-HSCT patients had been treated for inflammatory breast
cancer at the National Cancer Institute (NCI) between September 1996 and
2008 under protocol 96-C-0104.20 This study was conducted with the
approval of the NCI Institutional ReviewBoard. All patients providedwritten
informed consent in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki. The PB
from young (11-14 years) and old (19-30 years) Rhesus monkeys (Macaca
mulatta, n5 28) was collected under Animal Study Protocol 434-OSD-2015.
Young (5-8 weeks) female C57BL/6 wild-type (WT) mice and congenic
mMTmice with B-cell deficiency (B6.129P2-Igh-Jtm1Cgn/J) were obtained
from the Jackson Laboratory (Bar Harbor, ME). Young (5-8 weeks) TCR
transgenic pmel-1 mice were housed at the NIA,31 and congenic
4-1BB–deficient mice (4-1BB KO) were previously reported.22,32Old female
C57BL/6 (20-22 months) were obtained from Aged Rodent Colony, NIA.

Flow cytometry antibodies

Antibodies (Ab) were obtained from BioLegend unless otherwise specified.
Human cells were stained with the following anti-human Ab: CD45-Pacific
blue (clone HI30), CD19-APC (clone HIB19), CD3-FITC (clone UCHT1;
BD Biosciences), CD4-PECy5.5 (clone OKT4), and CD8-PE (clone HIT8a),
CD28-FITC (clone CD28.2; BD Biosciences); IgM-FITC (clone MHM-88);
IgD-PE (clone IA6-2); CD27-PECy7 (clone LG.3A10); CD24-Brilliant
violet 421 (clone M1/69); CD38-PerCP5.5 (clone HIT2); CD40-PECy7
(clone 5C3);CD80-Brilliant violet 421 (clone 2D10);CD86-PerCP5.5 (clone
IT2.2); 41BBL-PE (clone 5F4); HLA-DR-FITC (clone G46-6; BD Bio-
sciences); and HLA-A, B, C-PE (clone G46-2.6; BD Biosciences). Anti-human
Abs for intracellular stainingwereGrB-FITC (cloneGB11),GrA-Pacific blue
(clone CB9), perforin-Alexa Fluor 647 (clone dG9), and interferon (IFN)g-
PECy7 (clone 4S.B3; eBioscience). For staining of monkey cells, we used
anti-human Abs: CD8-PECy7 (clone RPA-T8; eBioscience), GrB Alexa
Fluor 647 (clone GB11), and IFNg- FITC (clone B27, BD Biosciences)
Abs. Mouse cells were stained with anti-mouse Abs: CD19-PerCP5.5 (clone
6D5), CD21-APC (clone 7E9), CD23-Pacific blue (clone B3B4), CD5-FITC
(clone 53-7.3), CD1d-PE (clone 1B1), CD80-PE (clone 16- 10A1; BD
Biosciences), CD86-FITC (clone GL1, BD Biosciences), 41BBL-PE (clone
TKS-1), I-Ab-Pacific blue (Clone AF-6-120.1), H-2Kb-PE (clone AF6-88.5;
BD Biosciences); and H-2Db-FITC (clone KH95), CD8-PE (clone 53-6.7),
and anti- human/mouse GrB-FITC (clone GB11). Freshly isolated human
peripheral blood mononuclear cells or murine cells were activated with
phorbol 12-myristate 13-acetate (5 ng/mL)1 ionomycin (500 ng/mL,R&D),
andmonensin (2mM, eBiosciences) for 5 hours at 37°C. Intracellular staining
was performed using the Intracellular Fixation and Permeabilization buffers
kit (eBiosciences) as directed by the manufacturer. See supplemental Data on
the BloodWeb site for more information.

In vitro assays

B cells from human PB andmurine spleenswere negatively isolated using the
B-cell Isolation Kit II ($98% purity; Miltenyi Biotec, Auburn, CA) and the
EasySep Mouse B-cell Isolation Kit ($95% purity; StemCell Technologies,
Vancouver, ON, Canada), respectively. To test induction of GrB in CD81

T cells, B cells were cultured with negatively isolated CD31 T cells (human

T-cell enrichment columns, R&DSystems) from allogeneic young donors for
5 days at 1:1 ratio in complete RPMI medium (cRPMI; Invitrogen) at 37°C
in a humidified atmosphere with 5% CO2. Murine CD31 T cells (isolated
from spleens with T cell–enrichment columns, R&D Systems, and labeled
with eFluor670; eBioscience) were similarly mixed with B cells either
pulsed with 3 mg/mL gp10025-32 peptide (or irrelevant control peptide
SPANX; ANAspec, Fremont, CA) or stimulated with 1.5 mg/mL anti-CD3
Ab (BDBiosciences) for 5 days in cRPMI. For the 4-1BBL/4-1BB axis study,
B and T cells were cultured in the presence of 10 mg/mL blocking (or isotype
controls) Abs to 4-1BBL (cloneTKS-1,Rat IgG2a;BioLegend), CD80 (clone
16-10A1, Armenian Hamster; eBiosciences), and CD86 (clone GL1,
Rat IgG2a; eBioscience); or 5 mg/mL of antagonistic anti-human 4-1BB Ab
(clone BBK-2, mouse IgG1; Thermo Scientific).

In vivo manipulations

Animals were housed in a pathogen-free environment at the NIA Animal
Facility (Baltimore, MD) as outlined in the Guide for the Care and Use of
Laboratory Animals (National Institutes of Health [NIH] Publication No.
86-23, 1985). Female C57BL/6 or congenic mMT mice were subcutaneously
(s.c.) challenged with 105 B16-F10 melanoma cells (American Type Culture
Collection). B cells were depleted by 2 intraperitoneal (i.p.) injections of anti-
CD20 antibody (250 mg/mouse, clone 5D2; Genentech, Inc., San Francisco,
CA). Control IgG was obtained from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO). For
adoptive transfer experiments, mice were injected intravenously (i.v.) with
splenic B cells (53 106,$95% pure) 1 day before and 5 days after the B16
melanoma challenge. For vaccine study, 24-month-old mice (10 per group)
were twice intraperitoneally immunized one week apart with 3 mg
hemagglutinin (HA) of A/California/7/2009 (H1N1), A/Victoria/361/
2011 (H3N2), B/Wisconsin/1/2010 strains (about 1/5 inoculum of the
human influenza vaccine dose, VAXIGRIP; Statens Serum Institut,
Denmark), and serum Ab response to egg-derived HA from A/California/
7/2009 (NIBRG-121xp) was measured after 4 weeks by enzyme-linked
immunosorbent assay. For in vivo Ag-specific CD81GrB1 T cell expansion,
mMTmicewith B16melanomawere i.v. injectedwith 53 106 splenic B cells
from young, Old-IgG or Old-restored mice together with 53 106 eFluor670-
labeled CD81 T cells from naı̈ve pmel mice. After 7 days, CD81 T cells were
quantified using gp100 dextramer IMDQVPFSV (Immudex, Copenhagen,
Denmark) or Vb13-PE Ab (clone MR12-4, BioLegend). Antagonistic anti-
mouse 4-1BBLAb or control rat IgG (100mg each) were i.p. injected at days
1, 4, 8, and 11 post-B16melanoma challenge. One half of anti-mouse 41BBL
Ab-treatedmice were also adoptively transferred with 23 107 splenic B cells
from old mice 13 days after the tumor challenge.

Statistical analysis

The results are presented as mean 6 standard error of the mean (SEM). To
assess significance, we used Prism 6 (GraphPad Software, Inc.) for Student
unpaired t test and the Mann-Whitney U and Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests;
a P value,.05 was considered statistically significant.

Results

Aging mammals accumulate 4-1BBL1 B cells and GrB1CD81

T cells

Given its importance in CD81 T-cell induction,22-24 and that B cells
can elicit antitumor GrB1CD81 T cells using 4-1BBL,21 we
hypothesized that 4-1BBL1B cells could also be responsible for the
age-associated expansion of CD81CD28Low T cells expressing
GrB.10 To test this idea, the 2 cell types were evaluated in the PB of
old (796 6 years) and young (426 9 years) healthy humans. Despite
an overall reduction in CD31 cells and CD81 T cells (supplemental
Figure 1A-C), the CD81CD28Low T cells expressing GrB, GrA, and
perforin were significantly enriched in old compared with young
(Figure 1A and supplemental Figure 1D-E). There was no difference
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Figure 1. The elderly accumulate GrB1CD81 T cells and 4-1BBL1 B cells. (A-B) Proportions of CD28Low/- (i) and GrB1-expressing CD81 T cells (ii) and for 4-1BBL1

B cells (B) are increased in the elderly (Old, n 5 28), compared with the young (Young, n 5 18). Shown are CD28 (i, a representative histogram) and GrB (ii, mean 6 SEM)

expressions in gated PB CD81 T cells, and a representative dot plot (%; B, upper panel) and a summary whiskers-and-box plot (Student t test P 5 .009, Mann-Whitney U test

P 5 .008, Kolmogorov-Smirnov test P 5 .003; B, lower panel) of 4-1BBL in gated CD191 B cells. (C) The 4-1BBL1 B cells in old human donors (black line) also are CD271

CD401 CD86High HLA-IHigh but HLA-DRLow, compared with the 4-1BBL– B cells (dotted line). (D-F) 4-1BBL1CD191 B cells were enriched in some patients with inflammatory

breast cancer after auto-HSCT (n 5 11, D). 4-1BBL1 CD191 B cells (gated in CD191 cells, D) were enriched above the 6% level of arbitrary threshold set for healthy donors.

The samples were also enriched for GrB1CD28LowCD81 T cells (mean 6 SEM [E-F]). *P , .05 was considered significant.
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inCD81Tcells producing IFNg (supplemental Figure 1F).Although
4-1BBL1 B cells usually represent a minor (,3%) population of
B cells,33 the B cells of the elderly were significantly enriched for
4-1BBL expressers compared with young (respectively, 13.46 2 vs
5.86 1.8, P5 .009, Student t test; and P5 .008/P5 .003, Mann-
WhitneyU and Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests, Figure 1B). The 4-1BBL1

B cells appear to be a subset of antigen-experienced CD271 memory
cells that are CD86High and HLA-IHigh HLA-DRInter/LowCD40Low

(Figure 1C and supplemental Figure 2A-E). Hence, GrB1CD81

T cells and 4-1BBL1 B cells are coenriched in the elderly. Because
auto-HSCT patients with inflammatory breast cancer also contain
elevated levels of GrB1CD81 cells,20 they could also be coenriched
with 4-1BBL1 B cells. Indeed, 4-1BBL1 B cells were increased
(above an arbitrary 6% of healthy young donors; Figure 1D) in 6 of
11 patient samples with the enriched GrB1CD28LowCD81 T cells
(Figure 1E-F).We also testedwhether the accumulation is conserved
in mammals and found that GrB1CD81 T cells (Figure 2A-B and
supplemental Figure 3A-C) and 4-1BBL1 B cells (Figure 2C-D)
were significantly enriched in old rhesus macaques and mice. As
in humans, old macaque (supplemental Figure 3D) and old mouse
(supplemental Figure 3E-F) 4-1BBL1 B cells expressed high levels
of CD86 and MHC class I. Of note, as others reported,16,34,35 old
mouse CD81 T cells did not reduce CD28.

Increased GrB1CD81 T cells require 4-1BBL1 B cells in vivo

To elucidate the relationship between 4-1BBL1 B cells (henceforth
designated 4BL cells) and GrB1CD81T cells, we depleted B cells in
20-month-old mice with anti-CD20 Ab (Old-depleted; supplemen-
tal Figure 4A-B). As early as 2 weeks after B-cell depletion, the
GrB1CD81 T cells were drastically reduced in old mice (P , .05,
Old-depleted vs Old-IgG; supplemental Figure 4B). Their numbers
did not recover even after B-cell compartment was restored 40 days
post B-cell depletion (Old-restored mice; Figure 2B and supple-
mental Figure 3B-C). Although B-cell compartment was pre-
sumably “rejuvenated,”36 because transitional AA4.11CD191

B cells were significantly increased reaching the levels of young
mice (supplemental Figure 4A-B) and influenza vaccine response
was slightly improved (supplemental Figure 4C), the Old-restored
mice failed to augment 4BL cells, which remained low as they did in
Young mice (Figure 2D). Hence, 4BL cells may be responsible for
the accumulation of GrB1CD81 T cells.

4BL cells induce GrB1CD81 T cells

To test this possibility, we first performed mixed lymphocyte
reaction by coculturing B cells of young and old people with young-
subject T cells. B cells inducedGrB inCD81T cells, but the extent of
the induction was significantly greater if the B cells were from the
elderly (Figure 3A). Themixed lymphocyte reactionwas not affected
by presence or absence of anti-CD3 Ab (not depicted), ruling out
differences in TCR stimulation. No effect was detected on IFNg
expression (Figure 3Aii). A larger sample test (26 old and 18 young
people) indicated that the induction of GrB in CD81 cells was highly
associated with the expression of 4-1BBL on B cells (P , .0001,
Figure 3B). To confirm these results for mice, B cells from old and
young mice were cocultured with syngeneic T cells or TCR
transgenic CD81 T cells (from congenic pmel mice specific for a
self-antigen gp100 involved in pigment synthesis and also expressed
in malignant melanoma cells31). Again, the B cells of old mice induced
significantly stronger GrB expression in CD81 T cells (P , .05,
Figure 3C and supplemental Figure 4D). Importantly, this enhancing
effect was completely lost if B cells were from Old-restored mice

(P , .05, Old-restored-B vs Old-IgG-B; Figure 3C-D and
supplemental Figure 4D), where the B-cell rejuvenation failed to
accumulate 4BL cells and GrB1CD81 T cells (Figure 2D-C). In
contrast, ABCs (another B-cell type accumulated in old mice6,7)
remained enriched in Old-restored mice (supplemental Figure 4E)
and failed to increaseGrB1CD81Tcells in vitro (Figure 3D). Together,
these data suggest that 4BL cells induce GrB1CD81 T cells in vitro.
The induction required TCR and costimulatory molecules, because
it was lost in the absence of anti-CD3 Ab (supplemental Figure 4F)
or cognate gp100 antigen (Figure 3C), or if CD80 and CD86 were
blocked with respective antibody (supplemental Figure 4G).

Todemonstrate the invivoabilityof 4BLcells to induceGrB1CD81

T cells, we adoptively transferred eFluor670-labeled naı̈ve pmel CD81

T cells together with naı̈ve B cells from young or old mice (Young-B
and Old-B, respectively; Figure 3E) into congenic B cell–deficient
mMT mice. Mice were challenged with B16 melanoma to provide
a source of endogenous self-antigen, gp100, and one week later,
we quantified GrB within proliferating (eFluor670-diluted) CD81

T cells using gp10025-32 peptide-dextramer and the TCR-specific
Vb13 Ab in draining lymph nodes. Although DCs are potent
activators of CD81 T cells, surprisingly, GrB induction required
B cells (P, .05, Young-B vs PBS; Figure 3E). However, the extent
of GrB induction was again significantly higher if the B cells were
from old mice (P , .05, Old-IgG-B vs Young-B; Figure 3E and
supplemental Figure 5A). In contrast, this enhancing ability was lost
in B cells from Old-restored mice (P, .05, Old-restored-B vs Old-
IgG-B, Figure 3E and supplemental Figure 5A), where we did not
detect 4BL cells after B-cell reconstitution (Figure 2D). Thus,
4BL cells can induce GrB1CD81 T cells in vivo by presenting
endogenously expressed self-tumor antigen.

4BL cells retard B16 melanoma growth in old mice

To understand the biological relevance of the 4BL cell accumulation
in aging, we challenged young (5weeks old) and old (20months old)
C57BL/6 mice with a lethal dose of B16 melanoma cells. The growth
of B16 melanoma was significantly retarded in old mice (P , .01,
Old vs young; Figure 4A), as others have reported.37,38 The effect
was lost in Old-restored mice (which also lost 4BL/GrB1CD81

T cells), where melanoma grew as well as in young mice (P , .05,
Old-restored vs Old-IgG; Figure 4B), suggesting that 4BL cells may
retard tumor growth in old mice. To test this possibility, mMT mice
with B16 melanoma were adoptively transferred with B cells from
young, or Old-IgG, or Old-restored mice (Figure 4C). Unlike the
B cells of young, the transfer of B cells from Old-IgG mice
significantly reduced melanoma growth (P , .05, Old-IgG-B vs
young-B; Figure 4C) and increased GrB1CD81 T cells in PB, the
secondary lymphoid organs, and the tumor (P , .05, Figure 4D
and supplemental Figure 5B), a key antitumor requirement.39 The
GrB1CD81 T cells also were strongly expanded ex vivo if pulsed
with gp10025-32 peptide (supplemental Figure 5C), confirming the
tumor (gp100) specificity. However, both the tumor retardation
(Figure 4C) and the GrB1CD81 T-cell increase (Figure 4D
and supplemental Figure 5B-C) were lost if the mice received
B cells from Old-restored mice, which were deficient in 4BL cells
(Figure 2D). Thus, 4BL cells retard B16 melanoma progression in
old mice by eliciting antigen-specific GrB1CD81 T cells. Similar
mechanism may also exist in humans, because B cells from auto-
HSCT breast cancer patients with high levels of 4-1BBL1 B cells
(.6% threshold of young humans; Figure 1E and Figure 4Ei)
induced significantly stronger GrB in the CD81 T cells of healthy
donors (P , .05, Pat #1 vs Pat #2-B or HD-B; Figure 4Eii).
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4BL cells induce GrB1CD81 T cells via 4-1BBL/4-1BB axis

Given the importance of 4-1BBL/4-1BB axis in CD81 T-cell
activation,22-24 4BL cells probably require 4-1BBL for the induction of
GrB1CD81 T cells. To test this idea, we first blocked 4-1BBL on 4BL
cells using antagonistic 4-1BBL Ab and found that the Ab, but not the
control Ab, almost completely disabled the enhanced ability of old-
mouse B cells to induce GrB in CD81 T cells (Old-B; Figure 5A).
Similarly, the 4-1BBLAb-pretreatedB cells fromoldmice also failed to
retard melanoma growth, if adoptively transferred into tumor-bearing
congenic mMT mice (P , .05, mMT1Old-B1a4-1BBL vs Old-B;
Figure 5B). Treatment with anti-4-1BBL Ab alone also abrogated
the retarded B16 melanoma growth in old WT mice, resulting in
tumor growth to be as rapid as in young mice (Old-a4-1BBL;
Figure 5C). However, the retarded tumor growth was restored if
these mice were subsequently transferred with B cells from naı̈ve
old mice (P , .05, Old-a41BBL1Old-B; Figure 5C). Conversely,
the induction of GrB required 4-1BB on CD81 T cells, because
T cells from 4-1BB–deficient mice failed to respond (4-1BB KO,
P , .001; Figure 5D). Similarly, the antagonistic 4-1BB Ab, but
not the control Ab, also blocked the induction of GrB1CD81

T cells by elderly human B cells (Figure 5E) and 4-1BBL1 B cells
from auto-HSCT patients with breast cancer (Pat #1-B; Figure 4E).
Conversely, the presence of agonistic 4-1BBAbsignificantly increased

induction of human GrB1CD81 T cells stimulated with anti-
CD3/CD28 Ab (supplemental Figure 5D).

The 4BL cells appears to present in young subjects, because
4-1BBL1 B cells were reproducibly detected in young mammals
(albeit at low levels, ,6%; Figure 1B) and thereby could be
responsible for “background” levels of GrB induction in CD81

T cells. This most likely explains why the GrB induction with
young-subject B cells was also inhibited if 4-1BBL/4-1BB axis was
blocked (Figure 4E and Figure 5A,E). To test this possibility, we
sort-enriched 4-1BBL1 B cells from young humans (.90%
enrichment) and found that they phenotypically resembled the 4BL
cells of old humans. Importantly, the sorted 4-1BBL1B cells readily
and strongly inducedGrB1CD81T cells comparedwith total B cells
and B cells depleted of 4-1BBL cells (total B and 4-1BBL– B;
Figure 5F). Taken together, the aging of mammals is associated with
the accumulation of 4BL cells that induce effector GrB1CD81

T cells using the 4-1BBL/4-1BB axis.

Discussion

Here we report previously unknown 4-1BBL1 CD86HighHLA-IHigh

HLA-DRLow CD40Low CD271CD191 B cells (4BL cells) that

Figure 2. The accumulation of GrB1CD81 T cells

and 4-1BBL1 B cells is evolutionarily conserved in

old mammals. (A,C) In rhesus macaques (PB) and

(B,D) mice (spleen). Shown is the mean 6 SEM of

GrB1 within CD81 T cells in macaques (A, %) and in

mice (B, representative dot plots, %, left panel; and

absolute #, right panel) and 4-1BBL1 B cells in gated

macaque CD201 cells (MFI, C) and splenic murine

CD191 cells (B, representative dot plots, %, left panel;

and absolute #, right panel). The increase of 4-1BBL1

B cells and GrB1CD81 T cells in old mice is lost

after regeneration of B cells induced with anti-CD20

Ab treatment (B,D, Old-restored). Control old mice

(Old-IgG) were treated with isotype control Ab. (B,D)

Representative results of 5-mice-per-group experiment

independently reproduced 4 times. No correlation between

age and IFNg1CD81 T cells was detected (A).
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Figure 3. 4BL cells induce GrB1CD81 T cells. (A) Old human B cells induce higher GrB expression in target CD81 T cells from young donors in mixed lymphocyte reaction

(MLR). Shown GrB and IFNg induction in CD81 T cells (i, representative dot plot, %) and its mean (ii, % after deducting background response without B cells, No B) 6 SEM

examined in triplicate experiments and reproduced at least 3 times. (B) Positive correlation (P , .0001) between the induction of GrB (y-axis) in young CD81 T cells and

4-1BBL expression levels on B cells (x-axis). (C) Murine 4BL cells induce GrB in TCR transgenic pmel CD81 T cells by presenting cognate antigen (gp10025-32 peptide).

eFluor670-labeled pmel CD81 T cells were in vitro stimulated with B cells from young, Old-IgG, and Old-restored mice (as in Figure 2D) pulsed with gp10025-32 (gray bars) or

control SPANX peptide (open bars). Shown is the mean 6 SEM (%) of GrB within proliferating pmel CD81 T cells in triplicate experiments reproduced 3 times. (D) ABCs

(sort-purified, open bars) from young and old mice (as in Figure 2C) were compared with total B cells (gray bars) for the ability to induce GrB1CD81 T cells stimulated with

anti-CD3 Ab. (E) To demonstrate the 4BL cell-induced in vivo expansion of GrB1CD81 T cells, naı̈ve old mouse B cells and eFluor670-labeled CD81 T cells from naı̈ve

congenic mice were i.v. injected into mMT mice bearing B16 melanoma (schema). One week later, GrB was quantified within proliferating LN CD81 T cells using gp10025-32
dextramer. Shown are a representative dot plot (i-ii, %) and mean 6 SEM (ii, %) of a 4 to 5-mice-per-group experiment independently reproduced 2 times.
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Figure 4. 4BL cells induce GrB1CD81 T cells and retard tumor growth in old mice. The retarded B16 melanoma growth in old syngeneic mice (A) is lost in Old-restored

mice (B). Young, Old-IgG, and Old-restored C57BL/6 mice (as in Figure 2B,D) were s.c. challenged with 105 B16 melanoma cells. (C) 4BL cells are responsible for the

retarded tumor growth. mMT mice with B16 melanoma were adoptively transferred with B cells from young mice (Young-B), Old-IgG mice (Old-IgG-B), or Old-restored mice

(Old-restored-B). B16 melanoma growth in (C) correlates with the expansion of GrB1CD81 T cells in PB (i), spleen (ii), and tumor (iii). Shown are mean tumor size (mm2) 6 SEM

(A-Bi), final tumor weight (g) 6 SEM (Bii-C), and GrB1CD81 T cells 6 SEM (number 3105, D) of 4 to 5-mice-per-group experiments independently reproduced at least

2 times. (E) Shown are a representative result showing differences in 4-1BBL1 B cells between auto-HSCT patient samples used, such as high (18%, Pat #1B) and low (4%,

Pat #2, i) and their in vitro ability to induce GrB expression within healthy young people CD81 T cells (mean 6 SEM of triplicate experiment, ii). Control healthy donor B cells

(HD, i-ii) contained ,6% 4-1BBL1 B cells (as in Figure 1B). The GrB induction was completely blocked in the presence of antagonistic anti-4-1BB Ab (a4-1BB), but in not

control Ab (ii).
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Figure 5. 4BL cells, present in young subjects, accumulate with old age and induce GrB1CD81 cells requiring 4-1BBL/4-1BB axis. (A) Antagonist anti-4-1BBL

(a4-1BBL), but not isotype control Ab, abrogates the ability of old-mouse B cells (Old-B) to induce GrB in young-mouse CD81 T cells in vitro. (B-C) As such, anti-4-1BBL Ab

blocks the antitumor benefit of old-mouse B cells. (B) mMT mice with B16 melanoma were adoptively transferred with naı̈ve mouse B cells (mMT 1 Young-B) or B cells from

old mice pretreated with either anti-4-1BBL Ab (mMT 1 Old-B 1 a4-1BBL) or control Ab (mMT 1 Old-B 1 IgG). (C) WT C57BL/C old mice with B16 melanoma were i.p.

injected (at days 1, 4, 8, and 11) with anti-4-1BBL Ab (Old-a41BBL) or control Ab (Old-IgG). At day 13 post–tumor challenge, the anti-4-1BBL Ab–injected old mice were also

divided into 2 groups, and one group received adoptive transfer of B cells from syngeneic naı̈ve old mice (Old-a41BBL1 Old-B). Shown are mean tumor size (mm2, Bi, C) and

tumor weight (g, Bii) 6 SEM of a 4 to 5-mice-per-group experiment repeated 3 times. (D) Old-mouse B cells cannot induce GrB expression in 4-1BB–deficient CD81 T cells

(4-1BB KO). Shown are mean 6 SEM (GrB, %) within proliferating CD81 T cells of WT or congenic 4-1BB KO mice. (E) Antagonistic 4-1BB Ab, but not control Ab, blocks

human GrB expression in CD81 T cells induced by old human B cells. This is shown as a fold change (mean6 SEM) of GrB1CD81 cells induced with B cells of young people

(dotted line). (F) To demonstrate the presence of 4BL cells in young people, 4-1BBL1 B cells were sort-purified (.90%) and used to stimulate GrB (mean 6 SEM) in

proliferating CD81 T cells in triplicate experiments reproduced independently 4 times.
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accumulate in the aging of mammals, such as humans, rhesus
macaques, and mice. 4BL cells are also present in young subjects,
albeit in low numbers. The functional and phenotypic differences
between young- and old-subject B cells was lost if we sort-enriched
4BL cells from young people. Based on their surface markers
(CD271MHC classIHighCD86High), it is tempting to speculate that
they belong to antigen-experienced memory B cells that acquired
a preference for endogenous and self-antigens4 as a result of a
lifelong or chemotherapy-induced exposure to damaged tissues
and senescent cells,40 or from CMV infection.41 Although the
mechanism of their activation is a topic for a different study, the
accumulation of 4BL cells does not appear to be intrinsic to aging
but rather is an induced state. First, despite the restoration of B-cell
compartment in Old-restored mice, we failed to detect accumulation
of 4BL cells. Second, we recently generated functionally similar
4-1BBL1 B cells by stimulating tumor-evoked Bregs with TLR9
ligands.21

As a consequence, the 4BL cells are responsible for the induction/
accumulation of GrB1CD81 T cells in old mammals, including
highly differentiated GrB1CD81CD28Low T cells found in elderly
humans,10 and in lymphopenic patients after high-dose chemother-
apy and auto-HSCT.20,42 The induction required TCR engagement
and costimulatorymolecules, which probably benefited by 4BL cells
being MHC classIHigh and CD86High. In the absence of cognate
antigen (gp100) or TCR stimulation, or if CD86 or CD80 is blocked,
4BL cells failed to activate CD81 T cells. Moreover, confirming the
importance of 4-1BBL,22-24 the T-cell induction also requires
4-1BBL/4-1BB axis. GrB1CD81 T cells were not induced if
4-1BBL on 4BL cells or 4-1BB on CD81 T cells were blocked with
antagonistic antibody, or if T cells were 4-1BB–deficient. Although
we do not know antigens involved in the induction of CD81 T cells
by 4BL cells, B cells are known to induce immuneT-cell responses to
low-antigen concentrations43 by presenting xeno and self-antigens44

captured from macrophages.45 Our modeling studies indicate that
4BL cells can induce antitumor GrB1CD81 T cells by presenting
tumor-expressed antigens in mice, including self-antigens. For
example, upon adoptive transfer into tumor-bearing mice, naı̈ve
mouse 4BL cells efficiently expanded GrB1CD81 T cells specific to
melanocyte differentiation self-antigen (gp100) in the secondary
lymphoid organs and in the tumor. If 4-1BBL is blocked with
a respective antagonistic antibody or if 4BL cells were lost after
B-cell rejuvenation with anti-CD20 Ab, the GrB1CD81 T cell
activation/expansion was not elicited in old mice, promoting faster
melanoma growth. Thus, by inducing GrB1CD81 T cells, 4BL cells
inhibit the growth of poorly immunogenic B16 melanoma cells in
old mice, suggesting that, at least in part, 4BL cells may also be
responsible for a paradoxical aging-associated reduced growth of
some tumors in mice and humans.27-29 Alternatively, these results
raise an interesting possibility that 4BL cells may also participate in
accumulation of CD81 CD28– T cells in RA, MS, and T1D17,19,46

that respond to low-threshold stimuli and secrete perforin and
GrB.12,13 As in Old-depleted and Old-restored mice, which lost
activated CD81 T cells and could not retard tumor growth after 4BL
depletion, depletion of B cells also impairs antigen-specific T-cell
activation25 and ameliorates RA, MS, and T1D.26 Furthermore,
the role of 4BL cells in chronic virus-associated accumulation of
CD81CD28LowT cells in humans18,47-49 cannot be ruled out. Similar
involvement in the development of autoimmunity, but via production

of autoreactive antibody, was proposed for CD11c1 CD21– and
MHC class IIHigh ABCs accumulated in old mice.6 However, 4BL
cells appear to act primarily on CD81 T cells and phenotypically
differ by being CD211 and MHC classIILow. Being CD40Low and
MHC classIILow, they presumably will not affect CD41 T cells or
receive sufficient CD40/CD40L signaling from CD41 T-cell helper
cells and CD28–CD81 T cells.13 Phenotypically and functionally,
4BL cells differ from potentially anergic and refractory-to-activation
CD21–CD23– B cells, ABCs that also accumulate in old mice.6,7

ABCs remained almost unchanged in Old-restored mice, whereas
4BL cells (and their downstream functions) were lost and did not
recover after B-cell rejuvenation of old mice. In addition, unlike 4BL
cells, purified ABCs could not efficiently induce GrB1CD81 T cells
in vitro. 4BL cells probably do not control the IFNg1CD81CD28Low

cells also reported in the elderly,35 and indeed we failed to both detect
their aging-associated enrichment in mammals or induce them after
in vitro stimulation with 4BL cells.

Our data raise an interesting possibility that, as important
inducers of auto-reactive GrB1CD81 T cells, 4BL cells may in fact
be an immune-based risk factor for mortality and morbidity in the
elderly usually associated with CD28LowCD81 T cells.18,19,50

Alternatively, as mediators that can reduce the growth and metas-
tasis of some cancers in the elderly,27-29,37,38 4BL cells are im-
portant immunotherapeutic targets to boost antitumor immune
responses. The induction of 4-1BBL1 B cells can abrogate the
metastasis of highly aggressive breast cancer in mice.21 Con-
versely, inactivation of 4BL cells or their 4-1BBL signaling may
reverse CD81 T cell–associated immune risk for older people. It
may also improve retarded responses to vaccines by reconstituted
B cells36 and by eliminating a competing source of insufficient
CD40/CD40L signaling from CD28–CD81 T cells.13
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